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A B S T R A C T

Intercept surveys following probability sampling designs are widely used for fisheries data collection, but limited
resources often make implementing such designs challenging. Adjustments that field staff make after sample
selection may create deviations from the initial sampling design, introducing data quality concerns. Currently
available controlled selection techniques designed to handle logistical constraints can be complicated to develop
and implement, and limited in versatility and practicality. We examined the utility of a novel constrained draw
replication approach for selecting sampling units for intercept surveys, which first uses standard probability
sampling to draw a large set of initial replicated samples. This set is then screened against customizable con-
straints to create a survivor subset prior to selecting a final sample for the survey. Using a simulation study, we
tested the performance of this method in comparison to a standard probability sampling design for selecting site-
day sampling units. Estimates obtained from the new method were as accurate and precise as the standard
probability sampling design at high levels of replication. This flexible method may help fisheries scientists
maintain better control of the sample distribution while allowing for calculation of appropriate design-based
sample weights, and increase the design options available for fisheries intercept surveys.

1. Introduction

Catch sampling intercept surveys, where anglers or vessels are in-
tercepted upon return from fishing trips, are commonly used in com-
mercial catch sampling and recreational fisheries data collection pro-
grams worldwide (e.g., Griffiths et al., 2014; ICES, 2013; NAS, 2017;
Strehlow et al., 2012), and are even being considered for small-scale
fisheries monitoring in developing countries (e.g., Vølstad et al., 2014).
Such surveys are typically used to produce catch and/or effort esti-
mates, which are key sources of data used in stock assessments and
fisheries management. Ensuring that these statistics are precise, un-
biased and of the highest quality possible is of utmost importance in
being able to make accurate stock status predictions and formulate ef-
fective strategies to ensure the sustainability of fisheries resources
(NMFS, 2013).

Catch sampling intercept surveys are frequently conducted onshore
at fishing access sites. These sites could include anything from docks or
beaches (e.g., to intercept recreational or small-scale anglers or vessels),
to ports or markets where commercial catch is landed and sold (e.g., to
intercept commercial anglers or vessels). There are two standard design
options for these onshore intercept surveys (ICES, 2013): 1) using site as

the primary sampling unit, or 2) using site-day as the primary sampling
unit when desiring day-to-day variation to be reflected in the sample.
Intercept surveys also tend to involve standard survey techniques like
stratified sampling, (i.e., dividing the population into subpopulations
before sampling, [Kish, 1965]), cluster sampling (i.e., sampling groups
of units from a population that are linked in a logical or convenient way
– household members, fishing trips returning to the same port or access
site, etc. [Kalton, 1979]), and multi-stage sampling, (i.e., sampling in
hierarchical levels/stages, using increasingly smaller sample units at
each stage, [Kuno, 1976]). For example, when site-day is the primary
sampling unit (stage 1), fishing trips may be subsampled within site-
days (stage 2), and then catch may be subsampled within fishing trips
(stage 3). In some cases, days may also be subsampled by splitting times
into manageable shifts (e.g., Vølstad et al., 2006).

No matter what primary sampling unit is chosen, intercept surveys
will often follow probability sampling designs, also referred to as
random sampling designs, where inclusion probabilities, or the chances
of each population element being selected as part of the sample, are
known. Probability sampling designs have a number of significant
benefits over censuses (full enumeration) and non-probability sampling
designs (convenience/purposive/subjective/non-random sampling).
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First, probability sampling tends to be much more cost-effective than
censuses (NRC, 2009), requiring less time and less resources to com-
plete, with a much lower total reporting burden on respondents. Fur-
ther, since the inclusion probability of each sampling unit is known in
probability designs, units can be weighted appropriately (e.g. equally in
a simple random sampling design, or unequally in more complicated
probability sampling designs), which allows for the production of de-
sign unbiased estimates. As such, probability sampling methods are
statistically superior to non-probability sampling methods, where se-
lection bias is usually a concern. Selection bias often occurs in non-
probability sampling since the selection mechanism (i.e., how sampling
units are selected for the sample) cannot be accounted for in estimation,
and thus the sample is less likely to be representative of the population
intending to be analyzed (Baker et al., 2013). Another factor unique to
probability surveys is the ability to quantify the precision of estimates
(Fuller, 2009a). Such survey designs with known inclusion probabilities
for sampling units are internationally considered ‘best practices’ for
statistically sound fisheries sampling programs (ICES, 2013). Further,
probability-based sampling is a key design component listed in the
Quality Assessment Tool, an international standard used to evaluate
recreational fisheries data quality (ICES, 2020).

While theoretically ideal, designing and adhering to probability
sampling designs in practice can be a technical and logistical challenge
for many fisheries sampling programs with limited resources for survey
operations (staff, funds, etc.). To varying degrees of success, there are a
number of methods that fisheries survey designers can use to ease im-
plementation challenges. For instance, the standard design techniques
commonly used in intercept surveys (stratification, multi-stage sam-
pling, and cluster sampling) can incorporate some logistical constraints
into the base design. However, these approaches are not necessarily
flexible, and are developed on a case-by-case basis. They may therefore
have limitations that make them unworkable outside of the one parti-
cular use for which the design was developed. Further, certain logistical
issues might require additional controls that are not possible to in-
corporate by altering the base design alone (Rao and Nigam, 1990). For
example, in designing an intercept survey for a large region with sites or
site-days as the primary sampling unit, the survey designer may stratify
the sample geographically (e.g. by state or county), and/or temporally
(e.g. by month or week) to subdivide the sample into more manageable
parts. However, even with stratification, trying to schedule potentially
large numbers of sampling assignments for a relatively small group of
samplers to complete in a specific timeframe can be very difficult (since
standard designs cannot take things like the number of available sam-
plers at a given time into account). In this instance, an angler intercept
survey with a pure probability design could easily lead to the selection
of either too many fishing sites, or sites that are too geographically
distant from one another (e.g. on the opposite sides of a state or county)
for the sampling team to realistically visit in a given day or week. Faced
with an unmanageable schedule, compromises may be made to adjust
or not complete assignments, but any spontaneous changes or adjust-
ments to sampling assignments in the field will cause deviations from
the inclusion probabilities that may be difficult or impossible to account
for when calculating final sample weights. Inaccuracies in the sample
weights create the potential for bias, bringing the statistical integrity of
subsequent estimates into question (NAS, 2017; NRC, 2006).

A real-world example of this exact issue was the National Marine
Fisheries Service’s Marine Recreational Fisheries Statistics Survey
(MRFSS). The MRFSS was the federal recreational fisheries monitoring
program in the United States, operating from 1981−2008. The MRFSS
consisted of various component surveys, including a complex angler
intercept survey with a probability proportional to size (PPS) sampling
design; in PPS sampling, each primary sampling unit is assigned a size
measure (which in the case of the MRFSS Intercept Survey, was ex-
pected levels of fishing activity at each site) and each sampling unit’s
inclusion probability is proportional to its size-measure (Nigam et al.,
1984; Yates and Grundy, 1953). Among a variety of other issues

identified in the program (see NRC, 2006), the MRFSS Intercept Survey
struggled with adhering to design-based inclusion probabilities. The
MRFSS Intercept Survey allowed field samplers to make certain judg-
ments about where and when to sample, and they often visited sites that
were not originally selected to be part of the sample in an effort to
reduce costs and improve productivity in terms of numbers of com-
pleted intercepts. As such, the implementation of the probability design
included non-probability deviations, which had unknown impacts to
estimates of catch and effort and introduced the potential for bias (NRC,
2006). Significant resources and approximately a decade of work were
needed to address these issues through a redesign of the entire program
(NAS, 2017).

When standard design components are not enough to ease im-
plementation challenges, survey designers may turn to controlled se-
lection. Controlled selection is a broad class of sample selection
methods, first introduced by Goodman and Kish (1950), that increases
the probability of selecting a desirable sample, while preserving the
properties of a probability sample (i.e. retaining the ability to calculate
appropriate sample weights to permit unbiased estimation). The idea
behind the method is to minimize or even eliminate the selection of
undesirable samples (i.e., samples that consist of combinations of
sampling units that are costly or logistically difficult sample). Already
mentioned, PPS is one standard example of controlled selection, where
size measures are used to limit selection of undesirable samples (in the
case of the MRFSS Intercept Survey, undesirable samples were those
that frequently included sites with little to no fishing activity [NRC,
2006], since it was not a good use of funds to send samplers to low-
activity sites too often). Nearest PPS is a more extreme version of
standard PPS, where all undesirable combinations of sampling units
have a zero probability of selection (Gabler, 1987). Other controlled
selection methods include the use of dependent selection (i.e., the
choice of a particular sampling unit influences the selection of another
sampling unit: see Hess, 1961; Waterton, 1983). In more recent years,
sophisticated linear (e.g., Rao and Nigam, 1992) and nonlinear (e.g.,
Tiwari et al., 2007) programming approaches have also been developed
that essentially apply a suite of constraints to one or more objective
functions (e.g., costs). Rejective sampling, a special kind of controlled
selection, can further be used to prevent undesired combinations of
sampling units (Fuller, 2009b). In rejective sampling, single sampling
units are selected in a set of successive sample draws, each with its own
probability, and any sampling units that do not fit a specified criteria,
based on the sampling units already selected, are rejected.

Many of these established approaches, although useful, have a
number of limitations and disadvantages. For example, PPS methods
are usually based on one primary size measure, making it difficult to
incorporate additional constraints if needed. The current linear and
non-linear programming techniques can be extremely computationally
intensive, and have limited applications in sampling large populations
and/or if a survey has large target sample sizes (Arnab, 2013). In cer-
tain sampling schemes, there is no a priori guarantee that the set of
desired controls can be achieved (e.g., Waterton, 1983) although re-
placement sampling, where sampling units can be drawn multiple times
to be part of the sample, can be used (Hartigan, 1971). Further, more
complex controlled selection designs require more complicated esti-
mation methods (Tiwari and Chilwal, 2014). Exploration of how to
improve the versatility and practicality of controlled selection methods
has been limited in both the fisheries and survey statistics literature
more broadly.

Here, we present a simulation study testing a novel, constrained
draw replication approach to probability sampling in intercept surveys
using site-day as the primary sampling unit. The approach closely ap-
proximates a standard probability sampling design, but incorporates
logistical constraints directly into the sample selection process. First,
standard probability sampling methods are used to draw, or generate, a
large set of initial replicated samples, each consisting of different
combinations of sampling units. Then, these replicated samples are
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screened against a set of constraints to create a survivor subset of re-
plicated samples. From this survivor subset of replicated samples, a
final selection is made as the official sample to be used for the survey.
The method works with any common probability-based sampling de-
sign; takes less computing power than other modern controlled selec-
tion techniques; is adaptable to different spatial scales; allows for ad-
ditional constraints to be added to the base survey design, and; allows
for straight-forward estimate production using any standard weighted
estimator. Further, it can remove the logistical need for post-hoc ad-
justments, allowing samplers to more easily adhere to the probability
sampling design in the field. Such a method may be of widespread
utility to fisheries scientists seeking to improve their control of sample
distributions for easier calculation of appropriate inclusion prob-
abilities and unbiased, design-based estimates when implementing
complex intercept surveys.

2. Methods

2.1. Constrained draw replication approach

The general approach we describe involves drawing a large number
of independent, replicated samples (Su), using an unconstrained base
probability sampling design, and then filtering them through desired
constraint(s) to produce a survivor subset of replicated samples (Sc).
Thus, Sc consists of those samples that happen, by chance, to satisfy the
constraint(s). From Sc, one replicated sample (a) is randomly selected
and becomes the official sample to be used for the intercept survey.

For replicate sample a, inclusion probabilities for each sampling
unit is calculated as:

∑= ∈ =′

∈

π P i A S p a( | ) ( )i c
a A S|i c (1)

where the inclusion probability ( ′πi ) of the i th sampling unit is the
fraction of surviving replicated samples A( )i that contain sampling unit i
out of the survivor subset of replicated samples (Sc). This calculation is
simply a modification of the standard definition of inclusion probability

π( )i , where πi is the sum of the sampling probabilities p a( ) for the set of
samples that contain sampling unit A( )i (Fuller, 2009a):

∑= ∈ =
∈

π P i A p a( ) ( )i
a Ai (2)

Estimates can then be produced using a standard weighted esti-
mator such as the Horvitz-Thompson (Horvitz and Thompson, 1952)
estimator for a total (̂Y ):

∑=
=

Ŷ w y
i

n

i i
1 (3)

where yi is the value observed at an individual sampling unit (for
= …i n1 sampling units), and wi is the sample weight, which is simply

the inverse of the inclusion probability ( π1/ i).

2.2. Simulation study

We used angler intercept survey simulations, run in SAS 9.4 (SAS
Institute Inc., 2016; see https://github.com/NOAA-Fisheries-OST-ST1/
Sample_Draw_Replication for the full simulation code), to test the
constrained draw replication approach, comparing its performance to
that of a standard, unconstrained probability-based sample draw pro-
cess. For both simulations (constrained vs. unconstrained), our sample
frame, or the list of all sampling units in our survey population, con-
sisted of fishing site-days (crossing 30 sites and 30 days, for a total of
900 sampling units in the survey population). The sample size for the
survey was set to n =30 units, resulting in a 3 % sampling fraction.
This number was selected purely for illustrative purposes, since in
practice, sample sizes and sampling fractions can vary widely,

determined by factors such as funding levels, the per-unit cost of data
collection, the scale of the survey population, and desired precision
levels of estimates (e.g., NRC, 2012; Wright, 2014). For comparison, the
National Marine Fisheries Service’s Access Point Angler Intercept
Survey, the new, redesigned survey that replaced the MRFSS Intercept
Survey, had sampling fractions ranging from<1 % to> 5 % in 2019
(NMFS, 2019a). The simulated surveys had a simple, single stage design
(i.e., no sub-sampling of site-days), and relied on probability propor-
tional to size without replacement (PPSWOR) sample draw processes,
where fishing pressure was the size measure used to draw sampling
units. PPSWOR is a type of PPS sampling where sampling units are not
replaced when drawn from the sample frame, and therefore will only be
selected once for a given sample. Site-days were assigned three general
fishing pressure categories in order to set inclusion probabilities for the
PPSWOR draw process: 5 % of the fishing sites were set to high activity,
35 % were set to medium activity, and 60 % were set to low fishing
activity. These were set to be generally representative of a plausible
proportion of activity levels across sites (e.g., NMFS, 2019b). The ar-
bitrary size measures m( )i used for the PPSWOR inclusion probabilities
were =mi 5 for low activity sites, =mi 10 for medium activity sites, and

=mi 20 for high activity sites. This design essentially ensured that sites
with high activity were drawn to be part of the sample more frequently,
and sites with low activity were drawn to be part of the sample with
minimal frequency.

The true catch (Y ), or total catch summed across all 900 site-day
sampling units (N ) in the sample frame, was set to 100,000 fish, and we
simulated intercept surveys by generating three probability distribution
scenarios for catch-per-unit (yi), meant to represent the three most
probable scenarios for the distribution of catch in relation to the level of
site-specific fishing activity. The first was a random Poisson distribu-
tion, representing a scenario where the number of fish caught, attrib-
uted to a site-day, is unrelated to size measure mi (or level of fishing
activity) of that site-day. In a random Poisson distribution, the prob-
ability of a particular number of fish caught per site-day (yi poi, ) is (Katti
and Rao, 1968)

=
−

P y e λ
y

( )
!i poi

λ y

i poi
,

,

i poi,

(4)

where =λ Y
N . The second distribution scenario was a Poisson dis-

tribution with a strong positive correlation of catch to a sampling unit’s
size measure mi, representing a scenario where site-days with higher
fishing activity account for more of the total fish caught. In this sce-
nario, the probability of a particular number of fish caught per site-day
(y )i pcor, is

⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟= + ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

+ − ⎛
⎝

− ⎞
⎠

P y λ ρ λ m m
σ

λ λρ
P y λ

λ
( )

( )
i pcor

i i

m

i poi
,

2 ,

i (5)

where σmi is the standard deviation of size measure mi, and =ρ 0.95,
which is a correlation coefficient representing the strong positive cor-
relation with the size measure. The third and final distribution scenario
was a Poisson distribution with a strong negative correlation of catch to
a sampling unit’s size measure mi, representing a scenario where site-
days with lower fishing activity account for more of the total fish
caught. In this scenario, the probability of a particular number of fish
caught per site-day (yi ncor, ) is calculated using Eq. (5), but with

= −ρ 0.95 to represent the negative correlation with size measure (see
e.g., Wicklin, 2013 for more about generating correlated data).

In the constrained simulation, seven initial sets of replicated sam-
ples, ranging in size from 500 to 50,000 samples per set (Su =500,
1000, 2000, 5000, 10,000, 20,000, and 50,000) were drawn. This
process was done with standard PPSWOR using the SAS SURVEYSEL-
ECT procedure (SAS Institute Inc., 2016), and then looping the proce-
dure so that it would repeat 500–50000 times to draw the desired
number of samples for each Su. Then, each Su was filtered through a
constraint of two sampling assignments per day, so any samples with
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three or more sampling units selected for the same day were excluded
from the set of surviving replicated samples (Sc). This particular con-
straint was chosen as an example for several key reasons. First, in order
to adequately evaluate the effectiveness of the constrained draw re-
plication approach, we needed to create highly constraining conditions
that could not be addressed using standard survey design and sample
selection techniques. Secondly, the number of sampling assignments
that can be conducted on the same day is a common logistical con-
straint in catch sampling intercept surveys (that often hinges on staff
availability [NRC, 2006]), and an actual two-assignments per day
constraint is among the constraints currently used by the National
Marine Fisheries Service’s Access Point Angler Intercept Survey (see
Papacostas and Foster, 2018). After filtering through the constraint,
each of the seven Su had survival rates of approximately 5%, resulting
in seven Sc consisting of 24, 45, 97, 240, 483, 1000, and 2386 replicated
samples respectively. From each Sc, a final sample was selected using
simple random sampling. The sample weights for sampling units in the
final selected sample (a) were then calculated as ( ′π1/ i ), using Eq. (1).
Total catch (̂Y )Sc was estimated using Eq. (3) for each of the three catch
distribution scenarios (yi poi, yi ncor, , and yi pcor, described by Eqs. (4) and
(5)), and the process was repeated for 1000 iterations for each of the
seven starting sets of replicated samples (see Fig. 1).

The unconstrained simulation served as an experimental control for
the study; it had an identical design as the constrained simulation, but
did not apply the constraint after using standard PPSWOR to draw re-
plicated samples (see Fig. 1). First, seven Su of the same sizes as the
unconstrained simulation were produced. Then, sample weights for the
sampling units were calculated as π1/ i, using Eq. (2), and total catch
(̂Y )Su was estimated using Eq. (3) for each replicated sample and catch
distribution scenario (yi poi, , yi ncor, , and yi pcor, , described by Eqs. (4) and
(5)). These results were expected to vary around the true catch, as
standard PPSWOR is known to be design unbiased (Yates and Grundy,
1953), so they served as a useful comparison to the results of the
constrained simulation.

We compared the distributions of total catch estimates, variance
estimates, and sample weights from the constrained and unconstrained
simulations. We also examined bias in the estimates relative to the true
catch, for each catch distribution scenario, in both simulations. In the
unconstrained simulation, this relative bias ( ˆRelBias Y( Su)) was esti-
mated as the difference of the mean of the catch totals for each set of
replicated samples (̂ȲSu) from the true catch (Y ), divided by the true
catch:

=
−ˆ ˆRelBias Y

Y Y
Y

( )
¯

S
S

u
u

(6)

Since the estimates from the unconstrained simulation were ex-
pected to vary around true catch, all of those relative bias estimates
were expected to be approximately zero. Relative bias in the con-
strained simulation ( ˆRelBias Y( Sc)) was estimated in a very similar
manner, as the difference of the mean of the estimated catch totals from
each survivor set of replicated samples (̂ȲSc), from the true catch (Y ),
divided by the true catch:

=
−ˆ ˆRelBias Y

Y Y
Y

( )
¯

S
S

c
c

(7)

The only minor difference between Eqs. (6) and Eq. (7) was in es-
timating the mean of the catch totals for the unconstrained (̂ȲSu) and

constrained (̂ȲSc) simulations. In the unconstrained simulation,

=ˆ ˆȲS
Y
Su
Su
u

(where Su =500, 1000, 2000, 5000, 10,000, 20,000, and
50,000 replicated samples). In the constrained simulation however,

= ∑ˆ ˆȲS
Y

1000c
Sc , since the constrained draw replication approach underwent

1000 iterations for each of the seven sets of replicated samples from
which catch totals were estimated (see Fig. 1).

Finally, we examined how the relative bias of the estimates in the
constrained simulation may have been affected by sample frame units
missing from the survivor subsets of replicated samples (Sc). We
decided to look at the effects of these missing sample frame units since,
as the number of surviving replicated samples in Sc decreased, the
number of sampling units in the sample frame that were not included in
Sc increased. To explore these effects, we measured the proportion of
sample frame units in each Sc against relative bias.

3. Results

Catch estimate distributions in the constrained simulation were
most similar to those produced from the unconstrained simulation at
high replication levels (i.e., the sizes of Su [the initial number of re-
plicated samples] and Sc [the survivor subset of replicated samples after
applying the two sites-per-day constraint]). As expected, estimates from
the unconstrained simulation were unbiased, varying around the true
catch (Fig. 2). The constrained simulation underestimated the true
catch when ≤Su 2000 and Sc ≤ 97, but at Su =10,000 and Sc = 483 the
constrained results began to match those from the unconstrained si-
mulation. Thus the results from the constrained simulation were un-
biased at ≥Su 10,000 and ≥Sc 483 (Fig. 2). Results were very similar
across all three catch-per-unit distribution scenarios (Fig. 2).

Changes in variance distributions corresponded to replication level
(i.e. the sizes of Su and Sc) in the constrained simulation. At =Su 2000,
5000 and 10,000 ( =Sc 97, 240 and 483 respectively), the constrained
simulation had the highest variances with the broadest distributions,
including a large number of outliers particularly when Su =5000 and
10,000 ( =Sc 240 and 483 respectively; Fig. 3). Variances in the con-
strained simulation at the lowest replication level (Su =500) were ac-
tually lower than in the unconstrained simulation, an artifact of the
similarity of catch-per-unit values and sample weights, given the small
number of surviving replicated samples (Sc =21). At Su =1000,
20,000 and 50,000 ( =Sc 45, 1000 and 2386 respectively), variances and
their distributions were very comparable to the unconstrained simula-
tion results (Fig. 3).

The sample weights followed a similar pattern to the catch estimates
in that the sum of the sample weights in the constrained simulation
were most similar to those of the unconstrained simulation at high le-
vels of replication (Su =20,000 and 50,000; =Sc 1000 and 2386;
Fig. 4). The sample weights were lowest at the lowest levels of re-
plication (Su =500 and 1000; =Sc 21 and 45). Similar to the variance
distributions, sample weights had the most variability at the inter-
mediate levels of replication (Su =2000, 5000 and 10,000; =Sc 97, 240,
and 483; Fig. 4).

Results indicated that estimated bias relative to the true catch was
directly related to the proportion of sample frame units missing from Sc
in the constrained simulation (Fig. 5). At low levels of replication ( <Su
5000; <Sc 240), sample frame units were missing from Sc (Fig. 6),
correlating with a negative relative bias of the estimates (Figs. 5 and 7).
With increased replication when most sample frame units (> 99 %)
were represented in the surviving set of replicate draws (at =Sc 240,
Fig. 6), relative bias was still slightly negative, but very close to zero
(Fig. 7). Finally, when all sample frame units were represented (at ≥Sc
483), constrained results matched those of the unconstrained simula-
tion, and estimates were unbiased (Fig. 7).

4. Discussion

Our results indicate that the constrained draw replication approach
can be used to produce unbiased estimates at sufficiently high levels of
replication. Low numbers of starting, and more importantly, surviving
replicated samples, however, may lead to significant underestimation of
total catch. In our simulations, this bias was driven by the missing
sample frame units in the smaller number of surviving replicated
samples, since estimates were unbiased when all sample frame units
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were represented at least once in the surviving subset of replicated
samples. The sum of the sample weights were lower at low levels of
replication, explaining why bias always skewed in the negative direc-
tion.

It is a well-established result in sampling statistics that sample es-
timates are design unbiased when all units in the frame have a known
inclusion probability which is greater than zero, and that those inclu-
sion probabilities (and corresponding sample weights) are used in cal-
culating the weighted estimator; this result holds true at least for linear
estimators (Fuller, 2009a; Kish, 1965), like the standard weighted total
used here in our study. From this result, we should expect the con-
strained draw replication approach to return unbiased estimates
whenever all sample frame units appear in at least one of the surviving
replicated samples. When this condition was met, we then had known,

positive inclusion probabilities for all sampling units in the sample
frame, which we used in calculating the weighted total.

Even when all sample frame units were represented in the surviving
replicated samples, however, the intermediate levels of replication led
to reduced precision. This result was likely because the constrained
draw replication process impacted the sample weights, which have a
known relationship with variances; increases in sample weight varia-
bility directly contribute to increases in variance estimates (Kish, 1965).
At intermediate levels of replication, the median of the total catch es-
timates were closer to the true catch, but variances were high and
widely distributed, correlating with the high variability of the sample
weights at those replication levels. At the highest level of replication,
however, the sample weights became less erratic and estimates were
unbiased with very comparable precision to the unconstrained

Fig. 1. A schematic of the constrained and unconstrained simulation designs, with accompanying visuals illustrating the procedures with an example sample frame
consisting of 9 sampling units. (Note that the visualization is meant to serve as a basic example to aid in understanding of the general methodology, particularly the
process of drawing replicated samples in both simulations; the exact study sample frame, probability proportional to size sampling scheme, and the two sites-per-day
constraint are not specifically visualized).
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simulation.
The example we present here is relatively simple in applying the

constrained draw replication approach using PPSWOR and just one
added constraint (a two sites-per-day maximum), but since this ap-
proach is based on draw replication, it does not require one specific
underlying design and can theoretically be implemented with any
standard sample selection process. The survey design in the simulation
was also single stage (only sampled site-days, with no subsampling of
angler or vessel trips) whereas in reality most intercept surveys involve

multiple stages of sampling (ICES, 2013; NRC, 2006; NAS, 2017).
However, this approach can still be applied to more complex survey
designs to select primary sampling units, and the same estimation
methods can be used with additional sample weighting to account for
the additional stages of sampling. As referenced earlier, the National
Marine Fisheries Service applies this constrained draw replication ap-
proach to their new intercept survey, the Access Point Angler Intercept
Survey, which has a stratified, multi-stage cluster design, uses PPSWOR
with nine different size measures for fishing pressure, and is conducted

Fig. 2. Total catch estimates from the unconstrained (left panel) and constrained (right panel) simulations: all results from the unconstrained simulation were near
identical, so only one result (the set of 50,000 replicated samples) is visualized here as an example, while all seven results from the constrained simulation are shown
(displaying the number of surviving replicated samples on the x-axis). Estimates are displayed for the three catch-per unit distribution scenarios: poi, pcor, and ncor.
Estimates are presented in box plots where the lower boundary of the box indicates the 25th percentile, the line near the middle of the box represents the median, the
point near the middle of the box represents the mean, and the upper boundary of the box indicates the 75th percentile. Whiskers below and above the box indicate the
10th and 90th percentiles respectively. Points lying outside the whiskers indicate outliers outside of the 10th and 90th percentiles.

Fig. 3. Total catch variance estimates
from the unconstrained (left panel) and
constrained (right panel) simulations:
all results from the unconstrained si-
mulation were near identical, so only
one result (the set of 50,000 replicated
samples) is visualized here as an ex-
ample, while all seven results from the
constrained simulation are shown (dis-
playing the number of surviving re-
plicated samples on the x-axis).
Estimates are displayed for the three
catch-per-unit distribution scenarios:
poi, pcor, and ncor. Variance estimates
are presented in box plots where the
lower boundary of the box indicates the
25th percentile, the line near the
middle of the box represents the
median, the point near the middle of
the box represents the mean, and the
upper boundary of the box indicates
the 75th percentile. Whiskers below
and above the box indicate the 10th
and 90th percentiles respectively.
Points lying outside the whiskers in-
dicate outliers outside of the 10th and
90th percentiles.
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across 16 states (NAS, 2017). In this survey, sampling assignments in-
clude visiting site clusters (which contain up to two fishing access sites)
on specified days during specified time intervals out of the 24 -h day.
Multiple constraints are imposed on the Access Point Angler Intercept
Survey’s sample selection, including an assignments-per-day constraint
like in our example, an additional constraint that ensures that no time
intervals overlap at one particular site, and a few others that are tai-
lored at different spatial scales (state or county) depending on that
area’s unique field logistical issues. The Access Point Angler Intercept
Survey uses Eq. (1) to estimate the primary stage weight of samples,
and then applies relatively simple additional weights to account for
each stage of subsampling (see Papacostas and Foster, 2018 for these
methods). The Access Point Angler Intercept Survey is therefore a good
example of the potential flexibility of the constrained draw replication
approach, in handling multiple constraints, being highly adaptable
across spatial scales, and being applicable to a multi-stage sampling
scenario.

Our methods presented here may serve as a useful, simple, and
flexible approach to probability sampling in intercept surveys. Based
upon the results of this study, this constrained draw replication ap-
proach can be used to produce precise, design unbiased estimates,
comparable to those from a standard PPSWOR sampling design.
Incorporating logistical constraints directly into the sample selection
process, rather than afterwards in the field, can alleviate data quality
concerns, and reduce deviations from probability-based designs in
practice. This method should reliably produce unbiased estimates as
long as all sample frame units are represented in the set of surviving
replicated samples such that positive inclusion probabilities for all units
in the frame are calculable and used appropriately in estimation. To be
conservative, we recommend using this approach with the highest
number of replicated samples that is computationally or logistically
feasible, given available resources. For example, the default numbers
for the National Marine Fisheries Service’s Access Point Angler
Intercept Survey draw process is =Su 200,000 with a target of Sc ≥
1000, but the exact numbers of initial replicates and any targets for
numbers of surviving replicated samples will be entirely case-specific;
the number of units in the sample frame, sample size, specifics of the
constraints, and other design aspects will all factor into the initial
number of replicated samples needed to ensure a viable survivor subset,
and design unbiased estimates. Overall, our work attempts to increase
design options available to fisheries scientists, and provide a possible

Fig. 4. Sum of the sample weights from
the unconstrained (left panel) and
constrained (right panel) simulations
and each of the three distribution sce-
narios: all results from the un-
constrained simulation were near
identical, so only one result (the set of
50,000 replicated samples) is visua-
lized here as an example, while all
seven results from the constrained si-
mulation are shown (displaying the
number of surviving replicate draws on
the x-axis). Sample weight sums are
presented in box plots where the lower
boundary of the box indicates the 25th
percentile, the line near the middle of
the box represents the median, the
point near the middle of the box re-
presents the mean, and the upper
boundary of the box indicates the 75th
percentile. Whiskers below and above
the box indicate the 10th and 90th
percentiles respectively. Points lying
outside the whiskers indicate outliers
outside of the 10th and 90th percen-
tiles.

Fig. 5. Relative bias of estimates in the constrained simulation based upon the
proportion of frame units missing from the surviving set of replicated samples
for the three catch distribution scenarios: poi, pcor, and ncor. The gray diagonal
dotted line down the center of the figure represents a reference line.

Fig. 6. The proportion of sample frame units missing from the survivor subset
of replicated samples at all seven levels of replication in the constrained si-
mulation.
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solution to logistical challenges that can affect the statistical integrity of
estimates in catch sampling intercept surveys.
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